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Business Agility



But can you change your tires here …



The New Normal:  Change, Complexity, Uncertainty

50%
Of businesses plan to adopt more 

collaborative sourcing models

50 billion
Devices connected to 
the Internet by 2020

$534 billion
In mobile 

transactions by 2015

$488 billion
Lost in process inefficiencies 

in Fortune 500 companies

70%
Of businesses outsource one 

or more strategic activities

85%
Of enterprises use external 

cloud services
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main point:  The new normal is a complex and uncertain world where the line between IT and business is vanishing

Speaker notes:
Think about this – 
- 90% of CIOs expect significant change to their business  
- 82% of CEOs expect high or very high levels of complexity in their businesses.  
- Only half of CEOs felt prepared to handle expected change.

Change, complexity, and uncertainty are the new normal.  And the pace of change and complexity is accelerating.



Auto 
LOBCommercial 

LOB

Home 
LOB

Insurance
Carrier

Agents & 
Producers

Partners & 
Re-insurers

Con- 
sumers

Out-
sourced 
Service 

Providers
Financial 

Institutions 3rd Party 
Services

DMV

Con- 
sumers

Internal 
Employees

… and for scalable transactions…

To orchestrate human tasks… … to increase visibility…

… everything you need to manage end-to-end business networks
… to manage exceptions and cases…

Complexity exists within organizations and the broader 
business network 
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Companies need end-to-end process management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point: To focus on improving processes, organizations must consider their broad business network of customers, partners, and suppliers, and how their processes span across this network.  To improve these processes they must be supported by robust and flexible connections across the business network to eliminate hand-off bottlenecks, and accommodate the pervasive change throughout their extended enterprise.


Speaker Notes:
For a moment, think about your business network – no not just your IT infrastructure, but the broad network of relationships and interactions that make up your business. Most organizations reflexively think of their business network within the walls of the business, but the fact is that the business network is significantly broader thank most organizations initially perceive – composing an extensive set of relationships between employees, customers, suppliers, and partners.  Here we’re looking at an example of an insurance company and the broad set of interactions that make up their business network. The company outsources some low-level claims processing and customer service, maintains and manages relationships with demanding customers, and must maintain a large network of independent agents and producers that are the lifeblood of the business.  

Each of these external connections is just as important as the ones inside the business, and in fact, may becoming more important.  In a recent survey of business executives, 79% said that they expect the number of collaborative relationships they have with 3rd parties to increase1, while 87% of CIOs think their organization will be more collborative in the next five years2.  As more, and more functions move outside the walls of the businesses, the distinction between external and internal members of the business network is disappearing, and companies must look to maximize the value of the interactions throughout their networks.

The broad business network also profoundly effects how your organization can improve business processes.  The pervasive processes that we’ve discussed don’t take place within the four walls of the business, they span across the broad business network.  In this example we see how three of our insurance company’s processes touch multiple points inside and outside of their business.  In order to improve these processes, you must also consider the touch points and connections between the different entities in the business network.  Otherwise these hand-offs  between the business and external entities will remain a performance bottleneck.

Even more challenging is the fact that this broad business network is anything but static.  Relationships with partners and suppliers are constantly changing as companies change policies, business models, or even go out of business altogether.  In addition, in many industries, customer switching costs have dropped dramatically causing a surge in customer churn.  This pervasive dynamism throughout the extended enterprise means that not only must the processes that span the network be robust, but also flexible enough to easily accommodate change without disrupting business activities.  

1Economist Intelligence Unit – Companies without borders, Collaborating to Compete
2IBM Global CIO Study, 2009




Capitalize on complexity and 
Outmaneuver competitors
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Business leaders must drive growth 
amidst complexity


 

69% are collaborating with 
customers to deliver better 

products and services


 

81% believe innovation is key to 
getting closer to their customers 


 

70% are focusing on new channels 
to deliver services to their 

customers

Innovation

New Channels

Collaboration

Source: IBM CEO Study, 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  Amid constant change and complexity, today’s business leaders must find new ways to drive growth and outmaneuver competitors. 

Speaker Notes:  �The previous questions help uncover the fact that growth is not achieved in a vacuum.  As stated earlier, today’s business leaders must grow in an ever-growing complex environment.  81% of today’s business leaders realize that innovation is a key part to bridging the gap to the customer and 70% are focusing on new channels to get their products or services to these customers.  The line between business and customer is fading and customers are becoming a part of the business solution to achieve growth in the complex and challenging marketplace.



2011 - Process improvement is still a priority
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Source: 2010 Convergence Index, BTM Institute
Information Week: 
September 2010

Companies are improving business outcomes with BPM
• Increasing productivity of workers
• Streamlining operations through automation
• Improving key business outcomes

Globe Telecom increases 
promotion effectiveness by 

600%



Two-Pronged Approach to Process Improvement

Process Management Decision Management
• Defines and orchestrates the end-to- 

end process
• Combines automation with user 

interaction
• Is fundamentally concerned with 

operational efficiency of the 
organization

• Defines and executes specific decision 
points in processes and applications

• Is focused on automating and improving 
decisions

• Is fundamentally concerned with the 
operational intelligence of the organization
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IBM's vision is to allow customers to create more agile and dynamic processes today, that serve as the foundation for greater innovation in the future. A central piece of this vision is to improve the alignment between business architecture and IT infrastructure, and keep this alignment flexible and continuous to adapt to changing business needs.  This in turn enables business agility, and allows processes to be continually improved over time.  It is important, though, to understand the unique value that different technologies bring to enable agility, specifically Business Process Management and Business Rules Management.  There are real synergies between the two, which is clearly identified in this slide.

BPM is here to orchestrate the various tasks / actors / services that comprise the end-to-end business of the organizations whereas the BRMS is here to manage automated decisions at specific points in the process. In most of the cases, BRMS is exposed to BPM through web services that are invoked by the process to make a decision that has direct influence on how the business operates. BRMS is not just a technology to do simple routing rules inside a business process, but is instead used to automate complex, highly-variable decisions that take place at different points in a process, as well as in other systems that may not be involved in orchestrated processes.



Lack leverage 
between projects

How can we maximize 
reuse?

Rapid change is 
difficult to manage

How can we make changes quickly, 
while maintaining control?

Improvements come 
one project at a time

How can we scale up from a 
project to a program?

Process Optimization 
is difficult

How can we get better visibility?

LOB and IT efforts are 
separate

Can we find an easier way to 
collaborate?

Business Process Mgmt in 2011:  Challenges
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  The world has become vastly more complex.  The technology and devices that are designed to make things easier have posed significant challenges for businesses as they struggle to meet the demands of today’s smarter consumer.  

Speaker Notes:
Think about the incredible influx of connected devices we have seen over the past few years.  There are now over 33 billion RFID tags embedded into various products throughout the world.  It is expected that by the year 2013, we will have over 1 trillion devices connected to the internet.  All these connected devices require some level of support, whether it’s IT supporting them on a company’s network, providing helpdesk and troubleshooting advice, configuring the devices, or tracking and monitoring the devices.  This puts a tremendous burden on organizations to keep up with this influx of technology.  

It’s not just the number of devices that is adding to the world’s complexity.  New business models have emerged, which again bring both opportunity and complexity.  70% of companies today outsource one more of their core strategic activities, 85% of companies use external cloud services, and 50% of businesses plan to adopt more collaborative sourcing models. Competitors and partners can arise from anywhere around the globe. Nascent companies can be as formidable as established companies. Sourcing and partnering possibilities are almost limitless. The velocity of change and new technologies require organizations to have more flexible processes and systems … and their people to realize that less control can lead to more, in the end. 

Sources:
Mobile Payment - Advanced Technologies (NFC), Strategies And Future Of Remote & Proximity Payment In U.S – MarketResearch.com, 2010
In-Stat , RFID Tags And Chips: Opportunities in the Second Generation, 2006 
Pereira, Jorge, “From Autonomous to Cooperative Distributed Control: Towards the Internet of Smart Things,” Second ERCIM Workshop on eMobility, WWIC, May 30, 2008 




Through robust and flexible software capabilities and industry 
expertise, BPM enables customers to discover, model, execute, 
rapidly change, govern, and gain end-to-end visibility on their 

business processes
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What is Business Process Management ?

Visibility & Collaboration

Business User Engagement

Efficiency & Productivity

Documentation & 
Compliance

Analysis & Optimization

Deployment & 
Execution

Software
Expertise

Continuous 
Process 

Improvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  BPM provides a way for business and IT to collaborate and continuously optimize business processes across the process lifecycle supported by robust governance and compliance.

Speaker notes:
BPM is a discipline consisting of software and expertise to improve the performance, visibility, and agility of business processes and facilitate business innovation.  The Key Point is that “BPM” has to be more than just software…  whether it’s your expertise, that of an industry partner working with you, that of integrators and consultants such as IBM Global Services – most likely a combination of more than one of these – successful business outcomes come only with the involvement of the business expertise with IT expertise.

At its heart, business process management is about continuously optimizing business processes.  This continuous optimization means working to improve business processes throughout the process lifecycle.  The process lifecycle spans three steps Model & Simulate where business process improvements are documented, and tested prior to deployment Deploy, Execute, & Change where new or improved processes are deployed in an automated, repeatable fashion with flexibility for rapid change, and Model, Analyze, Predict, & Act where deployed processes are closely monitored and measured in real-time to enable rapid response to emerging business situations as well as identify new process improvement opportunities.

Underpinning this cycle of continuous process improvement is the need for robust Governance and Compliance to ensure that business processes are operating consistently and are complying with internal policies as well as external regulations and controls.  Processes are also most effective and efficient when they are enabled with broad reuse of service-enabled IT assets.

Optimizing end-to-end business processes across the lifecycle requires participation and collaboration between business and IT.  Business and IT leaders must work together to develop the flexibility processes and underlying systems that allow the organization to embrace change and achieve a dynamic business network.  Business process management provides the means and the tools to facilitate this collaboration.




Typical process problems
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1.

 

Unstructured Tasks and 
Communication (ex 
Paper or email)

2.

 

Inefficient Working 
Environment Spans 
Systems

3.

 

Inconsistent 
Prioritization

4.

 

Incomplete or Inaccurate 
Data Flow Between 
Systems

5.

 

Lack of Control Over 
System and Business 
Events (Exceptions)

6.

 

Poor Visibility Into 
Process Performance

Executive
Management

Customer
Service

Invoice
Reconciliation

Teams

Finance 
and Ops

Account
Administration

1

2

3

5

4

6

1

2

3

4
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  A deeper look at typical process problems to highlight BPM’s value


Speaker Notes:
Here is a deeper look at the problems that cause process management problems. The key points here:

Yes, you have systems. But they typically only solve part of the process.
At the human level, the problem is that work is not well controlled
Finally, there is no end to end visibility to the process – that spans humans and systems




BPM brings order to the chaos
Executive

Management

Customer
Service

Risk Management

 

Teams

Finance
and Ops

Account 
Administration 1.

 

Automate workflow & 
decision making

2.

 

Reduce errors and improve 
consistency

3.

 

Standardize resolution 
across geographies

4.

 

Leverage existing systems 
and data

5.

 

Monitor for business events 
and initiate actions

6.

 

Real-time visibility and 
process control

Customer Benefits:

•

 

Huge Reduction in Manual 
Work, Errors

•

 

Faster, More Consistent 
Issue Resolution

•

 

Easier to Manage the 
Business

•

 

Consistent Case Handling

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  A deeper look at typical process problems to highlight BPM’s value

Speaker notes:
So, a good way to think about BPM is that it is a layer that gives you the control and visibility over the processes. Key points:

It sits between people and systems and manages the process across those participants
Prioritizes your work, but also gives you visibility and control
And when the process evolves and changes – you can quickly implement that change and that is immediately 





Examples of Typical Use Cases for Process Improvement

• Banking
– New Account Opening
– Multichannel Upsell/Cross Sell (Web, Branch, 

ATM)
– Legal Order Processing
– Mortgage Loan Approval
– Trade Finance Reengineering (Documentary 

Credit applications)
• Business Process Outsourcing

– Document Handling 
(verification/storage/retrieval/destruction)

• General
– New Employee On-Boarding
– Contractor On-Boarding
– Business Case Approval
– Sales Commissions or Incentives Reporting
– ERP/Legacy Application Extension

• Government
– Benefits Eligibility
– Grants
– Revenue processes (such as Tax collection)

• Insurance
– Policy Quotation (Underwriting)
– Claims
– Producer Back Office Integration

• Manufacturing
– Supply Chain
– Distressed Shipments
– New Product Introduction

• Media and Entertainment
– Digital Media Distribution

• Pharmaceutical and Life Sciences
– Incident Management
– Promotional Spend Compliance
– Import Sample Process
– Clinical Trail Payments
– Research Grants

• Retail
– Vendor On-Boarding and renewals

• Telecom
– Customer Service Center automation
– New Account Provisioning



“IBM was named the number one vendor 
in BPM software with a 24.7 percent 
share, well over twice that of its closest 
competitor*”

Report:  A Decade of Leadership.  IBM Named Marketshare Leader in 
Middleware Software for 10th Consecutive Year

Latest Gartner Report – Published on March 30, 2011 
IBM is undisputed market leader with #1 BPM market 

share in 2010, growing at twice the market growth rate 
(18.1% for IBM vs 9.2% for market)

*Source: Gartner, Inc., Market Share: All Software 
Markets, Worldwide, 2010, March 30, 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Take away………IBM is the #1 LEADER in BPM with 24% market share based on very recent (April 2010) Gartner report. Gartner reported this for 6th Straight Year in a row!!   

The next two Vendors together don’t equal what market share IBM has!!!!

No other BPM vendor can claim that. In fact it speaks well as Gartner hasn’t been the friendliest to us 
Gartner April 2010 BPM Market Share 
#1 = IBM at 23.9%
#2 = ‘Other Vendors’ category with 11.2%
#3 = Oracle with 10.7%
#4 = Pegasystems with 8.8%
#5 Adobe
#6 Software AG
#7 Fujitsu
#8 TIBCO
#9 Global 360
#10 Appian
#11 Lombardi Software (was NOT factored in the IBM market Share)

Take Away …….We have >5000 BPM customers
Added ~ 1000 in 2009
~ 1200 are WebSphere Process Server (WPS)
~ 100’s other for legacy Msg Workflow, BI)
~ rest of Lombardi, FileNet,


 IBM has consistently excelled in delivering unrivaled customer value, and this continues to be the case for BPM.  

IBM is rated #1 in BPMS market share, and has been consistently recognized for market leading products in several BPM categories by analysts such as Gartner and Forrester.

IBM has over 4600 BPM customers in over 30 countries and growing. These customers are innovating and achieving new business breakthroughs building upon a Smart SOA foundation with process integrity, and using IBM’s market leading BPM products and capabilities for some of the most mission critical, transaction intensive processes imaginable.

IBM is also unique in providing an unrivaled combination of market leading capabilities for BPM spanning services, partner and best practices:

Market leading products for both BPM and SOA
 Recognized BPM leader by Gartner, Forrester, others

Deep industry knowledge and pre-built assets
1000's of pre-built industry assets
20+ BPM training and education courses

Largest partner ecosystem
4000+ ISV partners 
1,770+ systems integrator and reseller partners

Services with Global reach and scale
10,750+ GBS/GTS practitioners 
1000+ BPM consultant specialists
 
��
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IBM Business Process Manager: 
Unifying Two Market-Leading BPM Platforms

15

The Forrester Wave: 
"Comprehensive Integration Solutions" Wave

The Gartner Magic Quadrant: 
“2010 Business Process Management Suites" MQ

WebSphere Process 
Server drives IBM 

leadership in Forrester 
Wave

WebSphere Lombardi 
Edition drives IBM 

leadership in Gartner 
MQ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broadest Coverage
Simplest to Use
Deepest Business Engagement
Quickest Time-to-Value
Fastest Path to Self-Sufficiency
Protects Your IBM Investments




IBM Business Process Management in 2011:
Unifying Two Market-Leading Platforms

1

 

6

• simple to use
• fast time-to-value
• deep business engagement

• high performance
• excellent integration
• superior integrity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broadest Coverage
Simplest to Use
Deepest Business Engagement
Quickest Time-to-Value
Fastest Path to Self-Sufficiency
Protects Your IBM Investments




Introducing a new solution to a complex problem
Embrace complexity, adapt quickly and exceed expectations

1
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Visibility

Simplifies operations and 
improves entire experience

Easy enough to engage all 
process participants 

Centralizes visibility and control

Empowers knowledge workers 
with built-in real time analytics to 

optimize business processes

Simplicity
Powerful, dependable enough 
for mission critical processes

Scales smoothly and easily 
from initial project to enterprise- 
wide program

Power

Governance
Achieve consistency and repeatability 
to ensure processes execute as designed

Simplify life-cycle management of process 
applications across 1000s of projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need a bitter quote on the left.  Maybe move this to the back.  SOA – all this C&I is the foundation for your SOA effort.



Out-of-box 
Process Portal

Configurable 
Business Space APIs

BPMN Rules Monitoring BPEL ESB

Process Server

Process 
Designer

Governance of Entire BPM Life Cycle

Shared Assets Versioned Assets Server Registry

Design
DeployImprove

Measure

Integration 
Designer

Process Center

BPM Repository

Inherited from 
Lombardi

• BPMN Process 
Modeling & 
Execution

• Process Center
• Built-In Monitoring 

of BPMN 
processes

• Built-in reporting 
and scoreboards 
for process 
visibility

• Coaches for 
human task steps

Complete WebSphere Process 
Server capability in the 
Process Server run time

• Added ability to execute BPMN 
processes

• Single install for the full Process 
Server runtime

• Application deployment and 
administrative models fully supported 
without change

• Granular BPEL monitoring with IBM 
Business Monitor

Formerly known as WebSphere 
Integration Developer

• Now integrated with Process Center
• Publish, version, and deploy as part of a 

process application
• Incorporate into Process Center 

“playbacks” for business visibility



Out-of-box 
Process Portal

Configurable 
Business Space

Optional 
Microsoft Add-ons

BPMN Rules Monitoring BPEL ESB

Process Server

Process 
Designer

Governance of Entire BPM Life Cycle

Shared Assets Versioned Assets Server Registry

Design
DeployImprove

Measure

Business & IT Authors IT Developers

Authors & 
Administrators

Process End-Users 
Process Owners

Integration 
Designer

Process Center

BPM Repository

Backward 
compatibility, 

easy migration 
from WLE & 

WPS

IBM BPM 
widgets work 

with IBM 
WebSphere 

Portal

IBM Business Process Manager V7.5
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IBM BPM Enables Proven Path to Success

Realize fast value, foster BPM adoption and create transformational impact



 

Extend across the 
enterprise


 

Infuse a culture of 
process across the 
organization

M
at

ur
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 C
ha

lle
ng

es
Te

ch
no
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gy

Ex
pe

rt
is

e

Succeed with an 
Initial Project

Establish a 
Program

Transform across 
the enterprise

Identify Business 
Challenge & Value 

On-Demand Consulting AssistanceTurnkey 
Services

Solution 
MentoringTraining

Simplicity to engage 
business users

Power to scale 
as business requiresVisibility Rapid time 

to value Governance



 

Collaborate with colleagues 
to understand and 
document existing 
processes



 

Identify key improvement 
opportunities



 

Target high return 
projects



 

Leverage proven 
methodologies to 
ensure success



 

Increase skills


 

Establish CoE


 

Optimize 
established projects


 

Extend to new projects

TransformationProgramProject

2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point: Process improvement can seem challenging in the face of a complex and dynamic business network, but the right approach can get you there.  Today we’ll take a look at how you can get started improving processes.

Speaker Notes:

With all the complexity of a dynamic business network, starting down the road of process improvement can seem challenging.  The key to success is to use the right approach, and approach that starts with careful analysis that is focused on business value, and then expands slowly leveraging incremental successes along the way.

Start with business value
Successful process improvement initiatives all start with and are driven by business value.  This means that organizations must understand the business goals and strategy that are driving the process improvement initiative, and analyze their current processes to identify the “low-hanging fruit”, the processes that when improved will deliver the greatest return on investment.  Only after the processes projects have been identified and prioritized should organizations begin working on an initial project.

Begin with a short-term, initial project
Business analysis is an important first step on the road to process improvement, but organizations should also caution against over analysis.  Process improvement initiatives, like all IT projects must be able to deliver some quantifiable successes or stakeholder commitment and, most importantly, funding for the initiative can dry up.  The best approach is to begin with an initial project that can be implemented quickly.  By starting with a manageable project you can development process improvement skills, and deliver value to the business quickly, ensuring commitment, funding, and success of subsequent projects.

Extend process improvements across the business
Once you have successfully completed an initial project, then you can start expanding to additional projects, leveraging and sharing your expertise along the way to truly build a process improvement program within your business.

IBM is here to help you with your roadmap to process improvement.  We have assisted 1000s of clients with their process improvement projects.  Today we’ll take a look the process improvement journeys of a couple of these clients – one that focused on process automation, and another that focused on improving operational decisions.  We’ll also take a look at some new products and service offerings that can help you along the way.

What do you need for successful BPM?
How can you get this kind of success?
You need the right technology
You need the right expertise (training, approach)
 Services / Education
Start out with your first project (S Curve)
 As you go up the curve, you need more technology / capabilities
 As you go up the curve, you will become more self-sufficient (On-Demand consulting)
 As you go up the curve, you need a platform that can scale
After project 1, you need services
Last phase, you just need on-demand services
Project (turn-key services), Program (solution mentoring), Transformation (On-Demand)




IBM Business Process Manager V7.5
Key Features and Innovations

2
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Simplicity

Power

Visibility

Governance

• Process Server, Integration Designer
• Industry standard BPEL orchestration
• Built-in ESB and integration adapters
• Transaction support
• Embedded WebSphere Application Server

• Process Designer
• Simple, easy-to-use modeling using standard BPMN
• Immediate “playback” for rapid collaboration
• Concurrent editing with merge-less development
• Process rule editor uses ILOG language
• Asset sharing with Integration Designer

• Process Center
• Single repository of all process assets
• “Toolkits” for sharing assets across process apps
• Simple snapshot versioning (1-click)
• Back-in-time snapshot views (1-click)
• Centralized deployment control center (1-click)

• Performance Data Warehouse
• Real-time process scoreboards
• Drill-in graphical control of process status
• “Heat maps” show bottlenecks in process model
• Real-time reports delivered within process “coaches”
• Deployment dashboard shows versions in-flight

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need different graphic for IBM BPM



Seamless Collaboration Across Roles



 

Views the Process Application


 

Generates Service 
Implementations  


 

Unit Tests Services


 

Delivers Services to Repository



 

Authors a Process Application


 

Defines Service Interfaces for 
Implementation by Integration 
Developer



 

Wires the Implemented Services to 
the Process 


 

Unit Test the Process

Business 
Process Owner

Integration
Developer

Business 
Process Owner

BPM RepositoryBPM Repository

Shared Assets Versioned Assets Server Registry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Process Center  ONLY product-based governance mechanism in the world of BPM

The BIGGEST, single advance in BPM 

Moving governance and lifecycle management to the Business User is REVOLUTIONARY
Best of breed human-centric & system-centric process management capabilities (WPS, WLE) into a single BPMS platform
Single BPM Repository, User-Experience, Run-Time Platform
Full business user participation with Business & IT collaboration 
Fine-grained process visibility with high-integrity orchestration & integration 
High scalability, Availability & protection of investments in IBM BPM




Process Center:  Enables Scaling from Projects to Programs

Many 
Assets

Many 
Authors

Many Processes

• 10,000s of application assets
• Scalable repository
• Flexible organization
• Easy sharing

Managing Assets & 
Dependencies • Many developers & teams

• Parallel workspaces
• Concurrent editing
• One-click snapshots

Developer Productivity

• 100s -1000s of projects
• “Back-in-time” versioning
• Single server registry & dashboard
• One-click deployment & upgrade

Simplifying 
Process Lifecycle

A high-availability production system … 
not just a traditional “development box”

2
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2 
4

• centralized repository
• centralized deployment
• centralized governance

Test 
Instance

Production 
Instance 

(e.g., US Mfg)

Production 
Instance 

(e.g., Europe Sales)

Test 
Instance . . . . . .

Process 
Server

Process 
Server

Process 
Server

Process 
Server

Process Center

BPM Repository

Process 
Designers

Integration 
Designers

Centralized Deployment 
Control Panel & Dashboard

IBM Business Process Manager V7.5
Centralized Process Governance



Built-in Performance Data Warehouse

2
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Out-of-box 
Process Portal

Configurable 
Business Space

Optional 
Microsoft Add-ons

BPMN Rules Monitoring BPEL ESB

Process Server

Performance 
Data Warehouse

1

2

3

4

1. Single BPMN model drives 
monitoring as well as execution 

2. Data analysis performed 
continuously on-the-fly

3. Real-time visibility to tasks, 
SLAs in jeopardy

4. Visualize “hot spots” on diagram 
and drill down for insights



Build your team & collaborate 
with the expert community 

Collaborate

Keep all your 
processes up 
to date and in 
one place

Document

Blueworks Live will forever change the way you do business 
Getting started with BPM has never been easier

Run
Automate and 
monitor simple 

processes you’d 
normally execute 

over email


 

No training required


 

Nothing to install


 

No specialized IT 
skills needed

Ready for business 
in the cloud

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point:  Blueworks Live is the perfect tool to get acquainted with BPM and start testing the waters with what it can do for your organization. Long term, Blueworks Live will scale with you and your BPM competencies.


Speaker notes:

Blueworks Live makes process easy. Collaboration and team work are the backbones of every organization. Before being a BPM tool, Blueworks Live is a collaboration tool that allows your team to capture the organizational knowledge around different in one place and keep it and your team up to date. 

After getting familiar with the tool via its collaboration functionality, your team is now ready to get started with BPM by documenting an initial process via a virtual whiteboard where your team can work together to capture and document everything it knows about a particular process. 

Next, if there are aspects of the process that are currently executed via email exchanges that have no traceability and accountability, Blueworks Live allows an organization to automate simple processes such as those.

All and all, doing this in the cloud gives your team control over how fast or how wide you want to scale your BPM initiatives without incurring any of the IT bottlenecks one would usually associate with scaling traditional systems.




Make changes at the speed of business 
Business Decision Management to quickly react to changing 

conditions BRMS

User Tools

Orchestrated Processes Automated Business 
Decisions

Transparent 
Decision Service

Rule Repository

Execution Server



 

Streamline processes


 

Facilitate change


 

Re-use decision 
assets



 

Maximize automation


 

Improve governance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One important benefit of using a BRMS in conjunction with BPM is the ability to allow Decision Services to be used across multiple business processes (as well as other systems that utilize the same rules). This benefit is especially important when considering keeping mission-critical business decisions up-to-date and synchronized across processes as internal policies and external regulations change.   A WebSphere ILOG BRMS Decision Service allows for a change once, impact everywhere implementation of business rules, while providing full governance of automated decisions and ensuring that they meet the organizations requirements and objectives.
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Flexibility, Scalability of a Two-Pronged Approach 
BPM + BRMS Critical for long-term process improvement

Different roles can drive 
process and decision 
management

• Implementation can be done in parallel 
or staged according to priorities



 

Change once, apply everywhere


 

Ensure decision consistency when required by policies 
or regulations



 

Decision changes tend to be more frequent


 

Externalizing rules allows processes to remain more 
stable and streamlined



 

Process improvement team: process owners, analysts, 
developers



 

Policy managers & analysts (e.g., pricing, eligibility, 
risk/compliance specialists)

Process and decision changes can have 
separate lifecycles and governance 
requirements

Decision services can be shared and 
reused across processes and other 
applications

Processes and decision services can be 
deployed independently



Can be used for 
fully automated 

interactions, or…

… to provide 
decision guidance 

for personal 
interactions with 

customers 

…for decision 
support in the back- 

office, or…

WebSphere Decision Server
Combined rules and events 
capabilities to power flexible 
decision management solutions

• Major American Utility Company 
delivers electricity to 2 million customers 
in a 5,000-square-mile area 

• Smart Grid is a top priority:
– Business Events Processing is used for 

detecting events and event patterns from  
Smart Meters as they occur

– Business Rules Management increases 
automation of follow-up decisions on Smart 
Meter alerts, based on the collective knowledge 
of operational subject matter experts

WebSphere Decision Server combines  
WebSphere Business Events and WebSphere ILOG JRules

• Detect critical events across the business network 
and automate precise, context-specific decisions

Automate and Improve High-Volume Operational Decisions
IBM WebSphere Decision Server
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Product points:
On October 5 2010, WebSphere announced a new offering, WebSphere Decision Server v7.1  a combined offering of WebSphere Business Events + WebSphere ILOG JRules. 

WebSphere Decision Server addresses decision management challenges by bringing together IBM's market-leading capabilities in business rules management and business event processing. The combination of these technologies enables organizations to flexibly build solutions that can detect and react to data patterns as they occur within a specified time period, and then provide the appropriate automated decision response to transactional and process-oriented business systems.
Websphere Decision Server V7.1 includes the following WebSphere products:
IBM WebSphere Business Events V7.0.1 - Designed specifically for managing business events flowing across systems with the goal of providing timely insight and response. WebSphere Business Events detects, evaluates, and responds to the impact of business events based on the discovery of actionable event patterns occurring over time. 
IBM WebSphere ILOG JRules V7.1.1 - Designed for the development and deployment of rule-based applications for Java™ and service-oriented architecture (SOA)-based environments. JRules is used to automate fine-grained and highly variable decisions used by business systems, while reducing the time, effort, and cost of application development and ongoing maintenance. 

Business Event Processing and Business Rules Management technologies are highly complementary, and both focus on enabling intelligent and responsive decision automation – by making these two technologies available together to customers as a single offering, organizations can flexibly create solutions that detect and react to event-based data patterns in real time, and then provide the appropriate decision response based on a variety of factors, including an organizations business policies and best practices or regulatory requirements.



IBM Offers a Broad Portfolio of Capabilities to Support BPM 
Adoption

Rules

Information

Collaboration

Content

AnalyticsMonitoring

Events

Modeling
Optimization
Automation



Decision 
management

BPM Adoption Varies by Clients Needs

Advanced case 
management

Process automation 
and integration

Process discovery 
and compliance

Business monitoring
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Key Elements of IBM’s Vision for BPM

Increase customers’
 

ability 
to change and innovate

Dramatically improve 
operations

Enable repeatable 
success for clients

Give direct control of processes 
to line of business

Improve organizational decision 
making 

Achieves speed to 
market gains of over 
50%

22 agencies have critical 
departmental business apps 
& share citizen information

Added $870K in revenues 
annually by automating its 
billing processes.

Business Rules helped 
reduced the risk assessment 
and rate changes 95% from 5 
months to 1 week

$2.2M in savings to 
date; 120% ROI in 1 
year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom line however is that IBM needs to stay focused on business outcomes and make sure this “collection of technology” is delivered in a way that allows our clients to realize these benefits – better than our competition!

The BPM strategy that David will talk about shortly is our roadmap for achieving this goal.   But within this strategy I want to make sure the team realizes we have critical core tenets in our execution:

Customers existing investments will be preserved and extended.  No product is getting “killed”” or “left behind”
- we can sell with confidence to our existing customers.  Michael will talk about that later
Any starting point is valid.  Based on business needs and priorities, customers can start in any place and evolve to take advantage of the breadth of BPM capabilities.
- Sell the highest value solution to the customer.  If they have a case management problem – sell it knowing that the customer can evolve to take advantage of other capabilities within the BPM platform over time.

"Travelers Insurance reduced the time required to make risk assessment and rate changes from five months to one week.  This resulted in a pass through rate increase from 17% to 76%.  New business quotes went up by 50%."





IBM BPM Is Proven Across Multiple Industries

Governmental agencies

Energy Insurance RetailBanking/FSS Ind/SCMHealthcare Telco

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lombardi does NOT have vertical specific applications.
We did not build or customize the product to work for one vertical because every company is different and their processes are what make them different.
We think “process is a vertical” – companies want to be better at process and improve their business – that is what we help them do.
We have a lot of examples across verticals and often a company may identify better with a story from another vertical because the BUSINESS PROCESS is similar even though the vertical is not the same.
Example:  Florida Power and Light bought Teamworks for Wind Farm development process but they used Wal-Mart as their example of how they wanted to manage a process.

http://www.navy.mil/view_ggsingle.asp?id=259
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:US_Department_of_Homeland_Security_Seal.svg
http://search.live.com/images/results.aspx?q=faa+logo&form=IGRE3&p1=OneRow
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/16/Idaho_National_Laboratory_logo.svg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.epyon-1.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2008/06/home_depot_logo.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.epyon-1.com/blog/tag/home-improvement/&usg=__SNIWZTho2Ru63xvKyQ19VjTdfsI=&h=249&w=250&sz=8&hl=en&start=3&um=1&tbnid=X4T9WCIORnPHoM:&tbnh=111&tbnw=111&prev=/images?q=Home+Depot+logo&um=1&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GFRG
http://www.heinz.cmu.edu/progress/Images/BNYM_Logo.jpg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/09/Simon_Property_Group_logo.png&imgrefurl=http://www.freebase.com/view/wikipedia/images/en_id/10909184&usg=__J_EVK5Q4cLOxxiC9-MQ2Lhb7cY8=&h=156&w=600&sz=15&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=nq3_vtQxznF6UM:&tbnh=35&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=simon+properties+logo&um=1&hl=en&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GFRG&sa=N
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Business Agility – 
How quickly can 
you adapt your 
processes to 
changing market 
conditions?

34

Thank You

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you adapt your processes quickly to changing market conditions?

Do you really have the agility you need to change at today’s pace?
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